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Strategic
Positivity
Woo
Communication
Input
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Strategic

Shared Theme Description

People who are especially talented in the Strategic theme create alternative ways to proceed.
Faced with any given scenario, they can quickly spot the relevant patterns and issues.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights

What makes you stand out?

It’s very likely that you can reconfigure factual information or data in ways that reveal trends,
raise issues, identify opportunities, or offer solutions. You bring an added dimension to
discussions. You make sense out of seemingly unrelated information. You are likely to
generate multiple action plans before you choose the best one. Because of your strengths, you
long to know more so you remain on the cutting edge of your field or areas of interest. Your
inventive mind usually generates more possibilities than you can handle or fund. Nonetheless,
you are committed to acquiring knowledge and/or skills. You study everything involved in a
situation and conceive entirely new ways of seeing or doing things. What you already know
prompts you to ask questions and delve even deeper into a subject or problem. Chances are
good that you work diligently to invent alternative courses of action. You notice new as well
as unusual configurations in facts, evidence, or data. Others, however, can see only separate,
unrelated bits of information. You are fascinated by problems that puzzle, confound, or
frustrate most people. Instinctively, you may be inclined to examine the basic elements of
certain types of problems. You might attempt to understand how and why things work or fail
to work. These insights might stimulate your thinking. Then you try to generate a few
alternative plans. Considering prevailing circumstances, available resources, and time
constraints, you might narrow down your options. Perhaps the plan that offers the best chance
of solving the problem naturally reveals itself. By nature, you might have a knack for
identifying problems. You might generate alternatives for solving them. Sometimes you
consider the pros and cons of each option. Perhaps you factor into your thinking prevailing
circumstances or available resources. Maybe you feel life is good when you think you may be
choosing the best course of action.

Questions

1. As you read your personalized strengths insights, what words, phrases, or lines stand
out to you?

2. Out of all the talents in this insight, what would you like for others to see most in
you?
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Positivity

Shared Theme Description

People who are especially talented in the Positivity theme have an enthusiasm that is
contagious. They are upbeat and can get others excited about what they are going to do.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights

What makes you stand out?

Driven by your talents, you might declare your life is fine as long as you can recruit people
for certain types of teams, task forces, study groups, community projects, or projects.
Chances are good that you may enrich your own and others’ lives by thoughtfully listening to
what individuals say. Perhaps you have experienced the wonder of someone understanding
you as a unique human being. Sometimes you are intent on giving that same gift to people in
your life. Because of your strengths, you might feel better about yourself and life in general
when you have some worthwhile cause or project to which you can dedicate your mind, body,
and spirit. By nature, you sometimes spark the enthusiasm of certain individuals. Perhaps
your own job, studies, or life becomes a bit more exhilarating when you help others more
fully experience their lives. Instinctively, you might feel confident about life when you can
rely on your intuition or trust your emotions to make certain choices.

Questions

1. As you read your personalized strengths insights, what words, phrases, or lines stand
out to you?

2. Out of all the talents in this insight, what would you like for others to see most in
you?
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Woo

Shared Theme Description

People who are especially talented in the Woo theme love the challenge of meeting new
people and winning them over. They derive satisfaction from breaking the ice and making a
connection with another person.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights

What makes you stand out?

Driven by your talents, you may be lighthearted and cheerful. Perhaps you feel elated when
you can start a friendly exchange of ideas with someone you are meeting for the first time.
Because of your strengths, you may derive some degree of pleasure from being the first
person to start talking with strangers, outsiders, or newcomers — and from listening to them
as well. Sometimes you nod or smile to reassure them. Maybe you want them to realize you
grasp what they are thinking or feeling. Instinctively, you sometimes tell jokes or act out
funny stories to involve newcomers or outsiders in discussions. Perhaps one of your joys in
life is making strangers feel welcome and part of the group. By nature, you often share your
ideas, feelings, and experiences. Your openness makes it easy for people to figure out who
you are. They can begin to understand what causes you to think and act the way you do.
Chances are good that you engage life with gusto. Bursting with creativity, you approach
assignments, tasks, projects, opportunities, or problems. You like to take the innovative path
rather than follow the traditional and tried-and-true ways of doing things.

Questions

1. As you read your personalized strengths insights, what words, phrases, or lines stand
out to you?

2. Out of all the talents in this insight, what would you like for others to see most in
you?
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Communication

Shared Theme Description

People who are especially talented in the Communication theme generally find it easy to put
their thoughts into words. They are good conversationalists and presenters.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights

What makes you stand out?

Driven by your talents, you sometimes enjoy chatting with people. A fine day for you might
include several opportunities to engage in dialogue. Perhaps you feel more enthused about
life when your need to express yourself is appreciated rather than viewed as a shortcoming.
Instinctively, you like to amuse people with your stories. Your stories probably provide
people with pleasant distractions from their daily routines, worries, and obligations. Because
of your strengths, you may encounter few situations where you absolutely have nothing to
say. Sometimes you gravitate to settings where you can draw newcomers or outsiders into
particular discussions or include them in small talk. It’s very likely that you may value the
discussions you have with future-oriented thinkers. Maybe you are attracted to those who
enjoy your company and listen to your ideas. By nature, you periodically initiate
conversations. Your talkative nature may permit you to say whatever is on your mind. To
some extent, you are blessed with an ability to talk informally and persuasively. You might
feel at ease talking in front of certain audiences or individuals.

Questions

1. As you read your personalized strengths insights, what words, phrases, or lines stand
out to you?

2. Out of all the talents in this insight, what would you like for others to see most in
you?
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Input

Shared Theme Description

People who are especially talented in the Input theme have a craving to know more. Often
they like to collect and archive all kinds of information.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights

What makes you stand out?

By nature, you wade into the middle of thought-provoking conversations. You speak
theoretically — that is, you talk about things that have not been invented, proved, produced,
or put into practice. Your vocabulary is as complicated as your thinking. This explains why
you consider at length an array of insights, concepts, or philosophies. You prefer talking with
individuals who instantly grasp the meaning of your sophisticated words. It’s very likely that
you pay close attention to current events. Numerous people merely recount what they heard,
saw, or read. Typically you dive deeper into the topic. You are likely to generate theories,
concepts, or philosophies to explain the reasoning behind newsmakers’ decisions. You
routinely gather information about events, policy statements, people, or crises. Your fresh
insights are likely to draw equally engaged thinkers into the conversation. Instinctively, you
put yourself in the middle of mentally stimulating conversations. You want to gather new
ideas, discover new approaches, hear about new theories, consider new concepts, or apply
new technologies. Often you are one of the early discoverers of innovations. Others can lag
behind if they wish, but you consistently acquire knowledge. You exhibit little need to know
precisely where all this information ultimately will lead you. Chances are good that you
usually equate education — formal and informal — with understanding more about
something today than you understood about it yesterday. Driven by your talents, you feel that
you can accomplish more in the future than you have in the past. This explains why you enter
into conversations with bright individuals. During these give-and-take sessions, you gather
knowledge or acquire insights you can use later. Absorbing new information, facts, or
viewpoints is just one of the ways you keep your mind open and your thinking fresh.

Questions

1. As you read your personalized strengths insights, what words, phrases, or lines stand
out to you?

2. Out of all the talents in this insight, what would you like for others to see most in
you?
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